
AIRCRAFT RECOVERY
A HIGHLY UNDERESTIMATED RISK



�e recovery of a disabled aircra� demands for different sets of equipment, from li�ing to moving. RED offers a full pack  of 
recovery solutions including risk assessment, product training as well as skilled professionals who can help in the creation and 
implementation of an aircra� recovery plan. RED is unique in that it is the only manufacturer in the world offering the R2S system 
that offers a high return on investment (ROI) for airports and/or airlines.

TOTAL SOLUTION
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THE ODDS...
On average 2-3 aircra� per week cause runway interruptions around the globe. 
Some of these runway incidents have kept their respective airport operations closed 
for almost a week. �ese numbers alone justify the need to investigate how an 
aircra� recovery plan can turn a major incident into a minor headache for you.

AIRCRAFT RECOVERY PREPAREDNESS

THE RECOVERY PLAN, A MUST HAVE INSURANCE 

�e increased air traffic  and growing number of aircra� recoveries forces airports to seek for 
a solution that minimizes the impact of a runway closure. �ey no longer wish to be depen-
dent upon third parties to take responsibility in the recovery of the disabled aircra� and 
implement procedures to mitigate (financial) risks in case of an aircra� recovery incident.
Moreover, investigation shows that the duration of a runway closure is determined by 3 
aspects:

- A (working) recovery plan
- Trained personnel
- Adequate and sufficient recovery equipment

A well prepared recovery plan allows a fast response and proper actions within defined time 
frames.
�e recovery plan is a guarantee - an insurance policy - to efficient airport operations 
whatever the circumstances; a must have for any professional airport. �e purpose of such 
recovery plan is to make suitable arrangements (in advance) to ensure:

- �e prompt availability of the appropriate recovery equipment
- Timely and safe recovery of an aircra�

Some incidents causing airport closures.
Only when the aircra� is removed and the runway is 
opened up again for (commercial) flights, the runway 
turns into a profit center for the airport again.
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R2s single 
columns

R2s Maxx

LP Bags

Full Range
Multisling kit

- Includes a stack of high pressure wing li�ing bags. A minimum of 3 
up to 12 bags can be stacked
- Choose between a platform of low pressure bags or the jack point 
adapter
- �e maximum li�ing capacity with the low pressure bags is 22.5 
ton; the jack point adapter has 30 tons of li�ing capacity
- R2S column is built within just 20 minutes and has a very small 
foot print
- R2S follow the ARC movement and embeds anti-buckling 
technology
- Easily transported 

- Offers a maximum li�ing capacity of 165 ton 
- Designed to recover all types of Airbus aircra�, even including the 
A380

- Support bags for fuselage and / or AFT

- Developed for li�ing the forward or AFT fuselage by crane
- Standard up to B747 and equivalent (both narrow and wide body 
aircra�)
- Also available for A380
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Debogging
kit

Tethering
kit

Ground
roll up mats

Moving
Equipment

- Able to remotely (wireless 2.4 GHz) 
monitor the pulling loads applied to 
the landing gears
- Working range 80m. Round slings 
available in 40, 65 and 80 ton TRAINING

�e RED 5 day Basic Aircra� Recovery Training consists of several modules that include
both theoretical and practical training. �e training is following the IATA guidelines. �e
course enables you to first enhance your knowledge via classroom sessions and they 
immediately let you practice these newly acquired skills in practical scenarios.

CONSULTANCY
RED provides various consultancy services, among:
- Disabled Aircra� Recovery (DAR)
- Business contingency plan
- Management courses
- Risk assessment

At RED we believe that airports and carriers need recovery equipment that actually 
delivers a return on investment. �is means that, in order to minimize loss in revenue, 
the equipment on site must save time and must reduce risk. �e complete range of RED 
aircra� recovery equipment makes an operation not only significantly easier to deal 
with but it also much quicker. It enables the user to deal with different types of aircra�s 
and scenarios effectively without the need for special equipment.

Our solution R2s has created a huge interest within the industry, being the only solution 
in the world that can li� both existing and new types of aircra�.

If you are interested in learning more about the aircra� recovery solutions, RED offers a 
yearly returning aircra� recovery experience where you can see the various solutions in 
real life and practice on real scenarios. If you require information or assistance please 
contact us: info@redrescue.red

- Round slings of 30m and a WLL of 8 ton
- Includes manual wirerope hoist, ground 
anchor and shackles (WLL 17 ton)

- To build temporary roads to prevent 
landing gears sinking into the ground 
when moving the aircraf
- Available in panels or roll-up mats

- RED delivers a variety of moving 
equipment for all types of aircra� (even the 
A380)
- To support NLG and/or MLG or a 
combination
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